Auctions

1. When you are invited to an auction – please keep in mind: we use 3 different
auction types: DUTCH, ENGLISCH and JAPANESE - you will receive an
email. Log in to the our Supplier Platform and go to auctions:

2. Once you successfully logged in, you will end up on the following landing
page.

3. In order to take a look at all of your auctions, please go to Sourcing, Auctions
and finally “My Auctions”.

4. In order to participate in a running auction, click on auction monitor to have a
detailed overview OR choose the auction with the status RUNNING in order to
participate and bid.

5. If you have been entering the auction monitor, you can now enter your bids
and follow the bidding progress. In the field on the right, you can submit your
bids. Here is an example for the English rank auction:

6. In case you have been invited to a dutch auction, simply click on submit after the
auction has started. If you are the first one who has placed a bid you will be
informed about that.

7. In case you have been invited to a japanese auction, simply click on decline or
accept after the auction has started. In case you declined or did not place a bid
you are out of the auction; in case of accept you stay within the auction and you
still have the possibility to place further bids and to win the auction.

8. During the auction, feel free to use the chat function between you and the buyer.

9. After the auction is finished, the status will change to ENDED.

10. In case you won the auction and in case that the purchaser has chosen the
option that there is a direct awarding after the auction, you can find out your
position and the auction result in three different views.

a. The first one is that the status will appear for you as AWARDED.

b. In the following overview you can see the trophy; this is the symbol for having
won an auction.

c. Finally you can also see your rank.

11. In case that there is no direct awarding, after the auction has finished you can see
- your rank in case of the English auction
- in case of a Dutch auction and in case of a Japanese auction your contact
person in purchasing will provide you the result of the auction.

